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Leveraging Massive User Contributions for
Knowledge Extraction
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Abstract. The collective intelligence that emerges from the collaboration, competi-
tion, and co-ordination among individuals in social networks has opened up new
opportunities for knowledge extraction. Valuable knowledge is stored and often
“hidden” in massive user contributions, challenging researchers to find methods
for leveraging these contributions and unfold this knowledge. In this chapter we
investigate the problem of knowledge extraction from social media. We provide
background information for knowledge extraction methods that operate on social
media, and present three methods that use Flickr data to extract different types of
knowledge namely, the community structure of tag-networks, the emerging trends
and events in users tag activity, and the associations between image regions and
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tags in user tagged images. Our evaluation results show that despite the noise exist-
ing in massive user contributions, efficient methods can be developed to mine the
semantics emerging from these data and facilitate knowledge extraction.

1 Introduction

Content sharing through the Internet has become a common practice for the vast
majority of web users. Due to the rapidly growing new communication technologies,
a large number of people all over the planet can now work together in ways that
were never before possible in the history of humanity. This user-driven approach is
characterized by the fact that its structure and dynamics are similar to those of a
complex system, yielding stable and knowledge-rich patterns after a specific usage
period [9]. Combining the behavior preferences and ideas of massive users that are
imprinted in collaborative data can result into novel insights and knowledge [47],
often called Collective Intelligence. Analyzing such data will enable us to acquire a
deep understanding of their inner structure, unfold the hidden knowledge and reveal
new opportunities for the exploitation of collaborative data.

Collective Intelligence is mainly addressed in Web 2.0 applications, that have
experienced an unprecedented information explosion. Social networks, like Face-
book, Flickr, and Twitter, enable users to easily create and share information-rich
and visually appealing content. Content is also often integrated or reused from other
web pages, at the ease of a mouse click. The main vehicles for generating collab-
orative data in Social Networks are the Social Tagging Systems (STS), which are
systems that enable their users to upload digital resources (e.g., bookmarks, pic-
tures, blogs, etc) and annotate them with tags (i.e., freely chosen keywords). An es-
tablished means of modeling the structure of Collaborative Tagging Systems is the
folksonomy model [36] which encodes the associations among the different types
of entities (i.e., users, resources and tags) in the form of a network. Based on this
model a wide range of techniques have been developed for performing knowledge
extraction from social networks.

Extracting the knowledge hidden in Social Networks can help tackle a variety of
issues in different disciplines, such as content consumption (e.g., poor recall and pre-
cision), knowledge management (e.g., obsolescence, expertise), etc. Several analysis
and extraction approaches are being developed towards extracting knowlege from
social media. Community detection involves the analysis of a folksonomy with the
goal of identifying communities, i.e., groups of objects (which are represented as
nodes in the network) that are more densely connected to each other than with the
rest of the objects on the network. Similarly, the incorporation of a temporal dimen-
sion into the analysis process reveals the macroscopic and microscopic views of tag-
ging, highlights links between objects for specific time periods and, in general, lets
us observe how the user tagging activity changes over time. Facilitating the learning
process of image analysis models is another use of the knowledge extracted from
leveraged user contributed content. All these approaches are motivated by the fact
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that the intelligence emerging from the collaboration, competition and coordination
among individuals is greater than the sum of the individuals’ intelligence.

Numerous applications can be envisaged for exploiting the knowledge extracted
from massive user contributions. It is common to derive community-based views of
networks, i.e. networks of which the nodes correspond to the identified communi-
ties of the original networks and the edges to the relations between the communities.
Such views are more succinct and informative than the original networks. It is for
this reason that community detection has found applications in the field of recom-
mendation systems [37, 51, 15, 45] , as well as for representing user profiles [1, 20].
Other applications that make use of the knowledge extracted from tag communities
include sense disambiguation [2] and ontology evolution/population [51]. Despite
the great potential of user contributed content as a source for knowledge extraction,
there is a series of challenges involved in such an endeavor. First, the unprecen-
dented growth of user content and associated metadata presents extreme scalabil-
ity and efficiency challenges to knowledge discovery methods, which so far have
been applicable in medium-to-large scale. In addition, the unconstrained nature of
uploading and sharing such content has resulted in large amounts of spammy and
noisy content and metadata, thus considerably compromising the quality of data to
be analyzed. A related challenge stems from the fact that there is currently a vari-
ety of metadata associated with online content items; for instance, a photo can be
described by a title, a set of tags, and GPS coordinates. However, not all photos
consistently contain all of these metadata. Therefore, it is hard to devise sufficiently
resilient knowledge discovery and content retrieval methods given that metadata is
incomplete or of dubious quality.

Our main objective in this chapter is to demonstrate how the massive user contri-
butions can be leveraged to facilitate the extraction of valuable knowledge. In order
to extract the knowledge that is stored and often “hidden” in social data, various
approaches have been employed. However, despite the active research efforts in this
area, the full potential of Web 2.0 data has not been exploited yet, mainly due to
the limitations mentioned earlier. In this chapter we contribute towards overcoming
the aforementioned limitations and present three methods for extracting knowledge
from Flickr data. A technique for detecting communities in folksonomy-derived
tag networks, a time-aware user/tag co-clustering approach which groups together
similar users and tags that are very “active” during the same time periods, and
a technique that relies on user contributed content to guide the learning process
of an object recognition detector. In all cases we use massive amounts of social
data and exploit the semantics emerging from their collaborative nature to facilitate
knowledge-related tasks.

The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review
the related literature with a special focus on the fields related with the presented
methods. Sections 3, 4 and 5 are devoted in presenting our methods for extracting
knowledge from flickr data and evaluating their results. Concluding remarks and
avenues for future research are described in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

There is a growing number of research efforts that attempt to exploit the dynamics
of social tagging systems, exploit the Collective Intelligence that is fostered by this
type of content and facilitate different types of applications. Here, we focus on three
research directions that concern the methods to be presented in Sections 3, 4, and
5, respectively. That is, in the following we review the related literature in the fields
of tag clustering, temporal tag analysis and using social media to facilitate image
analysis. Specifically, emphasis is placed on: i) studying the tag clustering problem
using community detection methods, ii) applying temporal analysis on social media
for event identification, and, iii) combining tag and visual information from social
media to assist image analysis algorithms.

2.1 Tag Clustering and Community Detection

The problem of tag clustering has recently attracted considerable research interest
since it is a challenging task from a data mining perspective, but at the same time it
also holds the potential for benefiting a variety of Information Retrieval (IR) appli-
cations due to the fact that tag clusters typically correspond to semantically related
concepts or topics. For instance, tag clustering is considered important for extract-
ing a hierarchical topic structure from a tagging system in order to improve content
retrieval and browsing [7]. Similar conclusions are reached by [5] who point that
the use of tags in their raw form limits the potential for content exploration and
discovery in an information system; thus, there is a need for an additional level of
organization through tag clustering. In [20], tag clusters are used as proxies for the
interests of users. Using tag clusters instead of plain tags for profiling user interests
proved beneficial for personalized content ranking. An additional application of tag
clustering is presented in [2]. There, the clusters were used as a means of identifying
the different contexts of use for a given tag, i.e., for sense disambiguation. It was
shown that using the tag clusters results in improved performance compared to the
use of external resources such as WordNet.

The methods used for performing tag clustering mainly adopt one of two ap-
proaches: (a) conventional clustering techniques, such as Hierarchical Agglomer-
ative Clustering (HAC) [7, 20] and (b) Community detection methods [5, 49, 2].
HAC suffers from high complexity (quadratic to the number of tags to be clus-
tered) and the need to set ad-hoc parameters (e.g. three parameters need to be set in
the clustering scheme used in [20]). Community detection methods largely address
the shortcomings of HAC since efficient implementations exist with a complexity
of O(Nlog(N)) for finding the optimal grouping of N tags into communities. Fur-
thermore, community detection methods rely on the measure of modularity [38]
as a means to assess the quality of the derived cluster structure. Thus, modular-
ity maximization methods do not require any user-defined parameters. However, a
problem of modularity maximization methods, also pointed in [49] and confirmed
by our experiments, is their tendency to produce clusters with a highly skewed size
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distribution. This makes them unsuitable for the problem of tag clustering in the
context of IR applications.

2.2 Temporal Tag Analysis

Temporal analysis has been an active topic of research in many disciplines [12, 29].
In Social Tagging environments, where activities are performed in specific temporal
contexts, such analysis can be used for extracting knowledge, such as dominant
topics over specific time periods, emerging trends, and events that attract users’
interest. More specifically, a number of researchers performed temporal tag analysis
to locate coherent topics out of unstructured sets of tags in social media and identify
“hot” topics that signify emerging trends. In [52] the authors use a statistical model
[54], to discover tags that constitute “topics of interest” at particular timeframes. A
trend detection measure is introduced in [26], which captures topic-specific trends
at each timeframe and is based on the weight-spreading ranking of the PageRank
algorithm [6]. The association of tags signified as topics or trends with specific
users may be used for extracting user interests in personalized applications [30, 24].

A subdomain of topic detection research involves event recognition, that is the
analysis of tags/time usage patterns along with geo-related information available in
social media, to infer the event semantics of tags. The authors of [42] search for tags
in Flickr that can be mapped to events by examining the tags’ distribution over time
and space. The intuition behind their method is that a tag describing an event usually
occurs at a specific segment of time and is assigned on photos geo-tagged around
a specific place (e.g., “olympics2008”). In order to capture events of different time
scales, they introduce an approach that does not rely on a-priori defined timeframes,
but searches for low-entropy clusters in the time usage distribution of a tag that are
robust at many time scales. A set of similarity metrics for tracking social media
content that is related to events and enable event-based browsing is presented in [4].

Furthermore, the potential of knowledge extraction from social media has been
investigated by analyzing the dynamics of these systems and monitoring the activity
over time. More specifically, Halpin et al. were the first that introduced the temporal
dimension in tag distributions’ analysis and presented results for tag dynamics over
a dataset from del.icio.us, considering 35 distinct timeframes, [25]. The authors of
[61] studied tag recurrence dynamics, by modeling a social media environment as
a time-ordered series of posts. The analysis of dynamics of social media shows
resemblance with those of complex systems, i.e., a consensus is built incrementally
in a decentralized manner, proving, thus, that there is value in analyzing data and
extracting knowledge from social media, since these environments are characterized
by some kind of stability over time and use. Such techniques may be applied on tag
prediction/suggestion approaches.

Finally, temporal analysis can also be used in many applications to illustrate tag-
ging activity in social media with an explicit temporal dimension. In [16] the au-
thors developed a browser-based application in which the user may navigate through
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interesting tags of various timeframes in Flickr, at varying timescales. They grasp a
tag’s interestingness on a particular timeframe by counting its frequency in this time-
frame over other timeframes. In order to achieve efficiency, they employ backend
algorithms that pre-compute tag interestingness scores for varying sized timeframes.
Russell presented a tool that visualizes the collective tagging activity on a resource
over time, highlighting periods of stable and changing tagging patterns, [43]. The
latter denote a change in users’ awareness of the described resource.

2.3 Image Analysis Using Collaborative Data

The works combining user contributed tags with visual features are used to facilitate
various tasks, such as image collection browsing and retrieval [3], tag-oriented clus-
tering of photos [22], ranking the results of a video retrieval system [21], or even
identifying photos that depict a certain object, location or event [28, 41]. Lately,
considerable interest has also been placed on the potential of collaborative data to
serve as the training samples for various image analysis tasks. The common ob-
jective of these approaches is to compensate for the loss in learning from weakly
annotated and noisy training data, by exploiting the massive amount of available
samples. Web 2.0 and collaborative tagging environments have further boosted this
idea by making available plentiful user tagged data. From the perspective of explor-
ing the trade-offs between analysis efficiency and the characteristics of the dataset,
we can mention the works of [27, 13]. In [27] the authors explore the trade-offs
in acquiring training data for image classification models through automated web
search as opposed to human annotation. The authors set out to determine when and
why search-based models manage to perform satisfactory and design a system for
predicting the performance trade-off between annotation- and search-based mod-
els. In [13] the authors investigate both theoretically and empirically when effective
learning is possible from ambiguously labeled images. They formulate the learn-
ing problem as partially-supervised multiclass classification and provide intuitive
assumptions under which they expect learning to succeed.

Some indicative works that rely on the assumption that due to the common back-
ground that most users share, the majority of them tend to contribute similar tags
when faced with similar type of visual content include [58, 53, 56]. In [58] the au-
thors are based on social data to introduce the concept of Flickr distance. Flickr dis-
tance is a measure of the semantic relation between two concepts using their visual
characteristics. The authors rely on the assumption that images about the same con-
cept share similar appearance features and use images obtained from Flickr to repre-
sent a concept. The authors present some very interesting results demonstrating that
collaborative tagging environments can serve as a valuable source for various com-
puter vision tasks. In [53] the authors make the assumption that semantically related
images usually include one or several common regions (objects) with similar visual
features. Based on this assumption they build classifiers using as positive examples
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the regions assigned to a cluster that is decided to be representative of the concept.
They use multiple region-clusters per concept and eventually they construct an en-
semble of classifiers. Similarly in [56] the authors investigate non-expensive ways
to generate annotated training samples for building concept classifiers using super-
vised learning. The authors utilize clickthrough data logged by retrieval systems
that consist of the queries submitted by the users, together with the images in the
retrieval results, that these users selected to click on in response to their queries. The
method is evaluated using global concept detectors and the conclusion that can be
drawn from the experimental study is that although the automatically generated data
cannot surpass the performance of the manually produced ones, combining both au-
tomatically and manually generated data consistently gives the best results.

The employment of clustering for mining images of objects has been also ex-
plored [28, 41]. In [28] the authors make use of user contributed photo collec-
tions and demonstrate a location-tag-vision-based approach for retrieving images of
geography-related landmarks. They use clustering for detecting representative tags
for landmarks, based on their location and time information. Subsequently, they
combine this information with a vision-assisted process for presenting the user with
a representative set of images. Eventually, the goal is to sample the formulated clus-
ters with the most represenative images for the selected landmark. In [41] the authors
are concerned with images that are found in user contributed collections and depict
objects (such as touristic sights). The presented approach is based on geo-tagged
photos and the task is to mine images containing objects in a fully unsupervised
manner. The retrieved photos are clustered according to different modalities (in-
cluding visual content and text labels) and Frequent Itemset Mining is applied on
the tags associated with each cluster in order to assign cluster labels.

3 Tag Clustering through Community Detection in Tag
Networks

The free nature of tagging (no constraints on the tags used, no requirement for ex-
pert users) has been responsible for the wide uptake of tagging in numerous web
applications. At the same time, such lack of constraints with respect to tagging is
the source of numerous annotation quality problems, such as spam, misspellings,
and ambiguity of semantics. Coupled with the huge volume of tagging data, these
problems compromise the performance (in terms of accuracy) of tag-based infor-
mation retrieval applications. Given the above observation, tag clustering, i.e. the
process of organizing tags in groups, such that tags of the same group are topically
related to each other, can provide a powerful tool for addressing the annotation qual-
ity and large volume problems that are inherent in real-world tagging applications.
Since tag clustering results in a form of semantic organization for the tags of the
system, it can be seen as a knowledge organization process. Furthermore, since the
extracted tag clusters correspond to meaningful concepts and topics, which are often
non-obvious, tag clustering can also be seen as a knowledge extraction process.
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There are several approaches for tackling tag clustering. Several works have made
use of classic clustering schemes, such as k-means [22] and hierarchical agglomer-
ative clustering [7, 20] to discover clusters of tags in folksonomies. According to
them, tags are represented as vectors and the employed clustering scheme makes use
of some similarity function (e.g. cosine similarity, inverse of Euclidean distance) in
order to group tags into clusters. Such approaches suffer from two important limita-
tions: (a) they are hard to scale, since they rely on all pairwise similarities/distances
to be computed, (b) they need the number of clusters to be set a priori, which is
usually not possible to estimate in real-world tagging systems.

Lately, tag clustering schemes have appeared [5, 49, 2] that are based on com-
munity detection in tag networks. Tag networks are very fast to build by use of
tag co-occurrence analysis in the context of the tagged resources. Then, community
detection methods identify sets of vertices in the networks that are more densely
connected to each other than to the rest of the network. The majority of the afore-
mentioned works rely on some modularity maximization scheme [38] in order to
perform tag clustering. Modularity maximization methods are reasonably fast (given
a network of size m there are methods with a complexity of O(m · log m)) and they
do not require the number of clusters to be provided as a parameter. However, such
methods suffer from the “gigantic” community problem, i.e. they tend to produce
community structures consisting of one or few huge communities and numerous
very small ones. In addition, they result in a tag partition, thus assigning every tag
to some cluster even in the case that the tag is spam or of low quality.

To this end, we describe MultiSCAN, a new tag clustering scheme that is based
on the notion of (μ ,ε)-cores [60]. The proposed scheme results in a partial clus-
tering of tags, and distinguishes between tags that belong to a cluster, tags that are
associated with many clusters ( hubs) and tags that should not be assigned to any
cluster ( outliers). Furthermore, the proposed scheme addresses an important issue
present in the original SCAN scheme [60] that it extends. It does not require setting
parameters μ and ε by conducting an efficient parameter space exploration process.

3.1 Description of MultiSCAN

The proposed scheme builds upon the notion of (μ ,ε)-cores introduced in [60] and
recapped in subsection 3.1.1. Subsequently, it conducts an efficient iterative search
over the parameter space (μ ,ε) in order to discover cores for different parameter
values (subsection 3.1.2). In that way, it alleviates the user from the need of setting
parameters μ and ε . An extended variant of this scheme is presented in [39]. The
extended version contains an additional cluster expansion step that aims at attaching
relevant tags to the extracted tag clusters. Here, we focus solely on the parameter
exploration step to study in isolation its effect on the extracted cluster structure.

3.1.1 Core Set Discovery

The definition of (μ ,ε)-cores is based on the concepts of structural similarity, ε-
neighborhood and direct structure reachability.
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Definition 1. The structural similarity σ between two nodes v and w of a graph
G = {V,E} is defined as:

σ(v,w) =
|Γ (v)∩Γ (w)|

√|Γ (v)| · |Γ (w)| (1)

where Γ (v) is the structure of node v, i.e., the set of nodes comprising the node itself
and its neighbors: Γ (v) = {w ∈V |(v,w) ∈ E}∪{v}.

Definition 2. The ε-neighborhood of a node is the subset of its structure containing
only the nodes that are at least ε-similar with the node; in math notation:

Nε (v) = {w ∈ Γ (v)|σ(v,w) ≥ ε} (2)

Definition 3. A vertex v is called a (μ ,ε)-core if its ε-neighborhood contains at
least μ vertices: COREμ,ε(v) ⇔ |Nε(v)| ≥ μ .

Definition 4. A node is directly structure reachable from a (μ ,ε)-core if it is at
least ε-similar to it: DirReachμ,ε(v,w) ⇔COREμ,ε(v)∧w ∈ Nε(v).

For each (μ ,ε)-core identified in the network, a new community is built and ad-
jacent nodes are attached to it provided they are directly reachable to it or reach-
able through a chain of nodes which are directly structure reachable to each other.
The rest of the nodes are considered to be hubs or outliers depending on whether
they are adjacent to more than one communities or not. An example of computing
structural similarity values for the edges of a network and then identifying the un-
derlying (μ ,ε)-cores, hubs and outliers of the network is illustrated in Figure 1. This

Fig. 1 Example of community structure in an artificial network. Nodes are labeled with suc-
cessive numbers and edges are labeled with the structural similarity value between the nodes
that they connect. Nodes 1 and 10 are (μ,ε)-cores with μ = 5 and ε = 0.65. Nodes 2-6 are
structure reachable from node 1 and nodes 9, 11-15 are structure reachable from node 10.
Thus, two community seed sets have been identified: the first consisting of nodes 1-6 and the
second consisting of nodes 9-15.
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technique for identifying communities is computationally efficient since its com-
plexity is O(k · n) for a network of n nodes and average degree k. Computing the
structural similarity values of the m network edges introduces an additional O(k ·m)
complexity in the community detection

3.1.2 Parameter Space Exploration

One issue that is not addressed in [60] pertains to the selection of parameters μ
and ε . Setting a high value for ε (to a maximum value of 1.0) will render the core
detection step very eclectic, i.e. few (μ ,ε)-cores will be detected. Higher values for
μ will also result in the detection of fewer cores (for instance, all nodes with degree
lower than μ will be excluded from the core selection process). For that reason, we
employ an iterative scheme, in which the community detection operation is carried
out multiple times with different values of μ and ε so that a meaningful subspace
of these two parameters is thoroughly explored and the respective (μ ,ε)-cores are
detected.

The exploration of the (μ ,ε) parameter space is carried out as follows. We start
by a very high value for both parameters. Since the maximum possible values for
μ and ε are kmax (maximum degree on the graph) and 1.0 respectively, we start the
parameter exploration by two values dependent on them (for instance, we may se-
lect μ0 = 0.5 ·kmax and ε0 = 0.9; the results of the algorithm are not very sensitive to
this choice). We identify the respective (μ ,ε) cores and associated communities and
then relax the parameters in the following way. First, we reduce μ ; if it falls below a
certain threshold (e.g. μmin = 4), we then reduce ε by a small step (e.g. 0.05) and we
reset μ = μ0. When both μ and ε reach a small value (μ = μmin and ε = εmin), we
terminate the community detection process. This exploration path ensures that com-
munities with very high internal density will be discovered first and subsequently
less profound ones will also be detected. In order to speed up the parameter explo-
ration process, we employ a logarithmic sampling strategy when moving along the
μ parameter axis. The computational complexity of the proposed parameter scheme
is a multiple of the original SCAN (excluding the structural similarity computation
which is performed only once). The multiplicative factor is C = sε · sμ , where sε
is the number of samples along the ε axis (� 10) and sμ is the number of sam-
ples along the μ axis (� logkmax). This improves over the original proposal in [40],
which requires kmax samples along the μ axis.

3.2 Evaluation of Tag Clustering

In order to evaluate the behavior of community detection in real-world tagging sys-
tems, we conduct a study comparing the performance of our method (MultiSCAN)
against two competing community detection methods on two datasets coming from
different tagging applications, namely BibSonomy and Flickr. The first of the two
community detection methods under study is the well-known greedy modularity
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Table 1 Folksonomy datasets used for evaluation

Dataset #triplets U R T |V | |E| k cc
BIBS-200K 234,403 1,185 64,119 12,216 11,949 236,791 39.63 0.6689
FLICKR-1M 927,473 5,463 123,585 27,969 27,521 693,412 50.39 0.8512

maximization scheme presented by Clauset, Newman and Moore (CNM) [11]1 and
the second is the SCAN algorithm of [60], which constitutes the basis for MultiScan.
The two datasets used for our study are described below.

BIBS-200K: BibSonomy is a social publication bookmarking application. The Bib-
Sonomy dataset was made available through the ECML PKDD Discovery Chal-
lenge 20092. We used the “Post-Core” version of the dataset, which consists of a
little more than 200,000 tag assignments (triplets) and hence the label “200K” was
used as part of the dataset name.

FLICKR-1M: Flickr is a popular online photo sharing application. For our ex-
periments, we used a focused subset of Flickr comprising approximately 120,000
images that were located within the city of Barcelona (by use of a geo-query). The
number of tag assignments for this dataset approaches one million.

Starting from each dataset, we built a tag graph, considering an edge between
any two tags that co-occur in the context of some resource. The raw graph con-
tained a large component and several very small components and isolated nodes.
For the experiments we used only the large component of each graph. Some basic
statistics of the analyzed large components are presented in the right part of Table 1.
The nodes of the three tag graphs appear to have a high clustering coefficient on
average, which indicates the existence of community structure in them. We applied
the three competing clustering schemes, CNM, SCAN and MultiSCAN, on the tag
graphs and proceeded with the analysis of the derived communities. Since SCAN is
parameter-dependent, we performed the clustering multiple times for many (μ ,ε)
combinations and selected the best solution.

We used the derived tag clusters for tag recommendation in order to quantify their
effect on the IR performance of a cluster-based tag recommendation system. More
specifically, we created a simple recommendation scheme, which, based on an input
tag, uses the most frequent tags of its containing cluster to form the recommendation
set. In case more than one tags are provided as input, the system produces one tag
recommendation list (ranked by tag frequency) for each tag and then aggregates the
ranked list by summing the tag frequencies of the tags belonging to more than one
list. Although this recommendation implementation is very simple, it is suitable for
benchmarking the utility of cluster structure since it is directly based on it.

1 We used the publicly available implementation of this algorithm, which we downloaded
from http://www.cs.unm.edu/˜aaron/research/fastmodularity.htm

2 http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/dc09

http://www.cs.unm.edu/~aaron/research/fastmodularity.htm
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/dc09
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The evaluation process was conducted as follows: Each tag dataset was divided
into two sets, one used for training and the other used for testing. Based on the
training set, the corresponding tag graph was built and the tag clusters based on
the three competing methods were extracted. Then, by using the tag assignments
of the test set, we quantified the extent to which the cluster structure found by use
of the training set could help predict the tagging activities of users on the test set.
For each test resource tagged with L tags, one tag was used as input to the tag
recommendation algorithm and the rest L−1 were predicted. In that way, both the
number of correctly predicted tags and the one of missed tags is known. In addition,
a filtering step was applied on the tag assignments of the test set. Out of the test
tag assignments, we removed the tags that (a) did not appear in the training set,
since it would be impossible to recommend them and (b) were among the top 5% of
the most frequent tags, since in that case recommending trivial tags (i.e., the most
frequent within the dataset) would be enough to achieve high performance.

Table 2 presents a comparison between the Information Retrieval (IR) perfor-
mance of tag recommendation when using the CNM, SCAN and MultiSCAN tag
clusters. According to it, using the SCAN and MultiSCAN tag clusters results in
significantly better tag recommendations than by use of CNM across both datasets.
For instance, in the FLICKR-1M dataset, the MultiSCAN-based recommendation
achieves five times more correct recommendations (RT P) than the CNM-based one
(9,909 compared to 2,074). A large part of the CNM-based recommendation fail-
ure can be attributed to the few gigantic communities that dominate its commu-
nity structure. Compared to the best run of SCAN, MultiSCAN performs better
in terms of number of unique correct suggestions (UT P) and P@1, but worse in
terms of precision. In terms of F-measure, SCAN performs somewhat better in both
datasets. Given the fact that SCAN requires parameter tuning to achieve this per-
formance and that MultiSCAN provides more correct unique suggestions, we may
conclude that the MultiSCAN tag cluster structure is more suitable for the task of tag
recommendation.

There are several pertinent issues on the topic that have not been addressed here.
First, the tag network creation step can be performed in different ways. Here, we
used plain cooccurrence of tags in the context of some resource. There are other tag
network creation approaches, such as vector-based tag similarities or tag-focused
networks [2]. Depending on the employed tag network creation approach, the pro-
duced network will present different characteristics (e.g., edge density) that may
affect the subsequent community detection process. An additional issue that we did
not address pertains to the existence of multiple scales of community structure in a
folksonomy. For instance, a division of a tag network into few large clusters would
correspond to a high-level topic description (e.g. “sports”, “politics”, etc.), while a
more fine-grained division would discover specific micro-topics (e.g. “firefox plu-
gins”, “brownies recipe”). Instead, most community detection methods (including
the one presented here) discover a single configuration of nodes into communities
that is more “natural” given the properties of the tag network. The optimal scale
of community structure depends on the information retrieval problem at hand. For
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Table 2 IR performance of CNM, SCAN and MultiSCAN community structures in tag rec-
ommendation. The following notation is used: RT denotes the number of correct tags accord-
ing to the ground truth, Rout the number of tag suggestions made by the recommender, RTP
the number of correct suggestions, UT P the number of unique correct suggestions, P, R, and
F stand for precision, recall and F-measure respectively, and P@1, P@5 denote precision at
one and five recommendations respectively.

BIBS-200K FLICKR-1M
CNM SCAN MultiSCAN CNM SCAN MultiSCAN

RT 15,344 57,206
Rout 15,271 4,762 7,346 57,021 19,063 33,714
RTP 377 979 2,545 2,074 9,781 9,909
UTP 196 588 705 263 1,103 1,437
P (%) 2.47 20.56 13.10 4.46 51.31 29.39
R (%) 2.46 6.38 6.27 4.45 17.10 17.32
F (%) 2.46 9.74 8.48 4.46 25.65 21.80
P@1 (%) 2.54 2.97 5.03 1.89 5.03 10.09
P@5 (%) 2.39 26.36 19.94 3.04 46.30 34.09

instance, as was observed in our experimental study, the existence of large commu-
nities harms the performance of a cluster-based tag recommender.

4 Time-Aware Tag/User Co-clustering

The ability to capture emerging trends and dominant topics over time is another
form of challenge that could be addressed by data mining approaches in social me-
dia content. Indeed, as more and more people tend to express themselves through
tagging in social media environments on a daily basis, it can be drawn that monitor-
ing these systems over time allows us to watch the evolution of community focus.
Therefore, analysis of such content within its temporal context enables knowledge
extraction regarding real world events, long-term or short term topics of interest,
and trends. Difficulties arise, though, from the fact that the knowledge extracted
from this kind of analysis is particularly sensitive to the time-scale used. For exam-
ple, the tag Olympics2008 does not appear to be an event at the hour or single
day scale, but does exhibit distinctive temporal patterns at larger time scales. The
approach presented in this section overcomes this concern by defining a time-aware
co-clustering method that can be applied at multiple time-scales, τ .

4.1 The Proposed Framework

The knowledge extraction approach we propose here is based on the analysis of
both users’ and tags’ activity patterns. The patterns are extracted from two sources
of information: i) the meaning of the tags used, and, ii) the time period each activity
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occurs. The intuition behind this decision is as follows. The social media associated
with an event mainly exhibit similarity in terms of their tags and their time locality.
Likewise, the users that are attracted by an event or trend tend to use tags related to
this incident during the time it is happening. In this context, we follow the following
assumption:

An event or trend can be tracked in a social media environment as a dense cluster that
consists of two types of objects: related tags with frequent patterns of usage in a given
period, and, many users that use these tags around the same period.

To materialize this observation, a co-clustering method is utilized that employs the
time locality similarity and yields a series of clusters, each of which contains a
set of users together with a set of tags. Co-clustering is proposed as an approach
which may be applied in grouping together elements from different datasets [14]. In
our case, co-clustering is used to relate tags and users. In an effort for the clusters
to better reflect user choices at particular time intervals, our approach examines
tag-based similarity, as well. To examine tag-based similarity, we use the Wu &
Palmer metric [59], which is based on WordNet to evaluate the similarity in meaning
between two terms [18], as follows:

TagSim(ux,ty) = max
tz

2×depth(LCS)
[depth(tz)+ depth(ty)]

, (3)

∀tz assigned by ux, where depth(tx) is the maximum path length from the root to tx
and LCS is the least common subsumer of tx and ty.

To quantify the locality in the temporal patterns between a user and a tag at a
given timescale τ , we divide the entire time period into I sequential timeframes
of size τ and represent: i) each user as ux = [ux1,ux2, . . . ,uxI ], where ux j is the
number of tags user ux has assigned during the timeframe j, and ii) each tag as
ty = [ty1,ty2, . . . ,tyI ], where ty j is the number of times the tag ty has been used dur-
ing the timeframe j. Then, we calculate the similarity between any two user or tag
vectors, by taking their inner product:

TimSim(ux, ty) =
∑I

k=1 uik · t jk√
∑I

k=1 u2
ik ·∑I

k=1 t2
jk

, (4)

Having calculated temporal and tag-based similarities between users and tags, we
compute the dot product of TagSim and TimSim between any two objects, in order
to get a matrix that embeds both kinds of similarities between users and tags:

Sim = TagSim•TimSim, (5)

Given Sim, we may proceed with the application of the co-clustering algorithm [14],
in order to get clusters containing users and tags with similar patterns over time.
The applied algorithm is based on the spectral clustering theory, as discussed in
[23, 29], and relies on the eigenstructure of the similarity matrix, Sim, to partition
users and tags into K disjoint clusters. The steps of the applied spectral clustering
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Fig. 2 The proposed time-aware co-clustering algorithm overview

algorithm, which are illustrated in Figure 2, are: i) normalization, ii) computation of
eigenvalues, and iii) eigenvector clustering, using K-means.

4.2 Evaluation of Time-Aware User/Tag Co-clustering

We tested our method on a Flickr dataset of 1218 users, 6764 photos, and 2496
unique tags that span the time period from Sep. 2007 to Sep. 2008. To examine the
method’s applicability in tracking time-related happenings, e.g., events or trends, we
used the following four seed tags that are associated with many real-world events, to
create the dataset: Olympics, earthquake, marriage, ancient greece.
The input parameters used are the cluster number K and the time scale τ .

First of all, we aim at studying the impact of the proposed similarity metric on
capturing trends or events, in comparison with other similarity metrics. As sug-
gested by the assumption presented in Section 4.1, we examine the compactness of
the extracted clusters in terms of gathering together objects that have tag-based and
temporal similarity. In order to check this, we performed a rough annotation of our
dataset as follows. We assumed four thematic ranges in the dataset, each one asso-
ciated with one seed tag. Then, we record the activity in time of both tags and users.
We divide the time period in timeframes of duration τ . If the activity of an object
in a timeframe is above a certain threshold ϑ , we assume that an event or trend is
associated with this activity. Thus, a number of events or trends are generated. The
value of the threshold ϑ at each time scale is defined empirically. Then, each object
(i.e. user or tag) is assigned to the event or trend in which it was more active and
had the closest proximity in time. Thus, a ground truth of our dataset is created.
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Fig. 3 Tag/user similarity matrix

Then, to evaluate the performance
of the proposed similarity metric, we
compute a similarity matrix for the
1218 users and 2496 tags using both
tag-based and temporal similarity as
described in Section 4. The matrix is
filled by calculating the similarity be-
tween every pair < user, tag >. Specif-
ically the (i, j) element of the matrix
quantifies the similarity between the
ith and the jth object, as depicted in
Figure 3. Then, the matrix is reordered,
so that objects that have been assigned

to the same event or trend during the ground truth generation are contiguous (in rows
and in columns). The darker the coloring of a cell (i, j) where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |U |+ |T |
the more similar the objects at position (i, j) are. Thus, clusters appear as symmetri-
cal dark squares across the main diagonal. A checkerboard pattern of the described
similarity matrix across the main diagonal indicates good clustering, whereas grey
rectangles across the diagonal and dark or grey areas outside the diagonal imply
that the similarity metric used in the clustering process does not capture the objects
assigned to the same trend or event in the same cluster.

In the same way we created a similarity matrix solely based on the temporal
locality of objects and a similarity matrix solely based on the tag-based similarity.
We conducted experiments for various values of τ . For each τ , we selected the value
of K based on the ground truth generation. In Figure 4 we indicatively present the
clustering outline for K = 7 and τ = 10, in these three different cases. Particularly,
the plot shown in (a) was extracted from the proposed similarity metric, while the
plots in (b) and (c) were derived using the temporal and the tag-based similarity
metric, respectively. It is obvious that the combination of both temporal and tag-
based features in the similarity metric succeeds in finding more coherent clusters
that according to our original assumption can be mapped to events or trends. The
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Fig. 4 Events or trends capturing(darker blocks indicate better capturing). All similarity ma-
trices are ordered according to ground truth
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coherence deteriorates in case we use only tag-based or temporal similarity between
objects.

Next, we want to show that the proposed method is sensitive to various values
of τ and performs knowledge extraction at various time scales. While the overall
analysis on the entire dataset facilitates the extraction of massive activities, such
as events or trends, the analysis at a user level allows the extraction of long-term
or short-term user interests and the inclination of that user to follow certain trends
or events. Figure 5 illustrates the tagging activity of three users during a yearly
period (solid curves). The macroscopic tag clouds indicate each user’s most frequent
tags during the entire time period, while the microscopic tag clouds reflect each
user’s most frequent tags in specific timeframes. Given the little overlap in the users’
macroscopic tag clouds and their differentiated tagging curves, one would expect
that these three users would not be grouped together, if their similarity is evaluated
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Fig. 5 Tag clouds of three users in an STS
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solely on the similarity of their associated tags. However, focusing on short-term
views of the users’ tagging activity and examining their microscopic tag clouds at
monthly timescale, we observe that for the time interval highlighted with dotted
lines in Figure 5 the similarity in these users’ tags is very high, as they all use
many ”Olympics” related tags. This indicates a simultaneous preference by these
users for this particular topic and at this specific time period. At the same time, this
massive tagging preference may imply that a related event occurred at that period
and attracted Olympics-friends to comment on it, through tags.

The users’ similar Olympics-related tagging activity is highlighted by the dotted
curves in Figure 6, which displays the usage of ”Olympics” related tags of each user
over time. We claim that such user groups, exhibiting both semantic and temporal
cohesion, can only be extracted via a time-aware clustering method, which will
examine user behavior at varying time scales. Each time scale selection reveals a
different micro-view of users’ interests that affects the current clustering, since the
microscopic tag cloud of each user is likely to change as the selected time interval’s
length τ slides across the timeline.

To summarize, in this section, a technique was presented that performs temporal
analysis on social media and is based on co-clustering tags and users by consider-
ing jointly their temporal and tag-based similarity. The extracted clusters may be
used for event or trend recognition and for capturing users’ interests at different
timescales. An evaluation based on generated ground truth from a Flickr dataset
demonstrates that the proposed framework performs better in tracking events or
trends than other methods that consider solely tag-based or temporal locality. A
number of applications can benefit from such a technique. For example, Olympics-
related clusters can be exploited by a sports commercial advertising campaign or
be embedded in an application, so that users receive personalized Olympics-related
news (e.g., announcement of upcoming events).

5 Enhancing Image Analysis Using Collaborative Data

Semantic object detection is considered one of the most useful operations performed
by the human visual system and constitutes an exciting problem for computer vision
scientists. Due to its fundamental role in the detection process, many researchers
have focused their efforts on trying to understand the mechanisms of learning and
particularly the way that humans learn to recognize material, objects, and scenes
from very few examples and without much effort. In this direction the authors of [31]
make the hypothesis that, once a few categories have been learned with significant
cost, some information may be abstracted from the process to make learning further
categories more efficient. Based on this hypothesis, when learning new categories,
they take advantage of the “general knowledge” extracted from previously learned
categories by using it in the form of a prior probability density function in the space
of model parameters. Similarly in [32] when images of new concepts are added to
the visual analysis model, the computer only needs to learn from the new images.
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What has been learned about previous concepts is stored in the form of profiling
models, and the computer needs no re-training.

On the other hand in [55] the authors claim that with the availability of over-
whelming amounts of data, many problems can be solved without resorting to so-
phisticated algorithms. The authors mention the example of Google’s “Did you
mean” tool, which corrects errors in search queries by memorizing billions of query-
answer pairs and suggesting the one closest to the user query. In their paper the au-
thors present a visual analog to this tool using a large dataset of 79 million images
and a non-parametric approach for image annotation that is based on nearest neigh-
bor matching. Additionally, the authors of [8] employ multiple instance learning to
learn models from images labeled as containing the semantic concept of interest, but
without indication of which image regions are observations of that concept. Simi-
larly in [17] object recognition is viewed as machine translation that uses expec-
tation maximization in order to learn how to map visual objects (blobs) to concept
labels. In all cases, the authors are trying to discover a scalable (in terms of the num-
ber of concepts) and effortless (in terms of the necessary annotation) way to teach
the machine how to recognize visual objects the way a human does. Motivated by
the same objective, in this work we investigate whether the knowledge aggregated in
social tagging systems by the collaboration of web users can help in this direction.

While model parameters can be estimated more efficiently from strongly anno-
tated samples, such samples are very expensive to obtain. On the contrary, weakly
annotated samples can be found in large quantities especially from social media
sources. Social Tagging systems such as Flickr accommodate image corpora popu-
lated with hundreds of user tagged images on a daily basis. Motivated by this fact,
our work aims at combining the advantages of both strongly supervised (learn model
parameters more efficiently) and weakly supervised (learn from samples obtained
at low cost) methods, by allowing the strongly supervised methods to learn from
training samples that are found in collaborative tagging environments. Specifically,
drawing from a large pool of weakly annotated images, our goal is to benefit from
the knowledge aggregated in social tagging systems, in order to automatically de-
termine a set of image regions that can be associated with a certain tag.

5.1 Framework Description

The proposed framework for leveraging social media to train object detection mod-
els is depicted in Figure. 7. The analysis components of the framework are: tag-
based image selection, image segmentation, extraction of visual features from image
regions, region-based clustering using their visual features and supervised learning
of object detection models using strongly annotated samples.

More specifically, given an object c that we wish to train a detector for, our
method starts from a large collection of user tagged images and performs the follow-
ing actions. Images are selected based on their tag information in order to formulate
image group(s) that correspond to thematic entities. Given the tendency of social
tagging systems to formulate knowledge patterns that reflect the way content is
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perceived by the web users [34], tag-based image selection is expected to identify
these patterns and create image group(s) emphasizing on a certain object. By empha-
sizing we refer to the case where the majority of the images within a group depict a
certain object and that the linguistic description of that object can be obtained from
the most frequently appearing tag (see Section 5.2 for more details). Subsequently,
region-based clustering is performed on all images belonging to the image group
that emphasizes on object c, that have been pre-segmented by an automatic segmen-
tation algorithm. During region-based clustering the image regions are represented
by their visual features and each of the generated clusters contains visually similar
regions. Since the majority of the images within the selected group depicts instances
of the desired object c, we anticipate that the majority of regions representing the
object of interest will be gathered in the most populated cluster, pushing all irrele-
vant regions to the other clusters. Eventually, we use as positive samples the visual
features extracted from the regions belonging to the most populated cluster, to train
in a supervised manner a model detecting the object c.
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Fig. 7 Leveraging a set of user tagged images to train a model for detecting the object sand.

5.2 Analysis Components

Tag-based image selection: Refers to the techniques used to select images from
a large dataset (S) of arbitrary content, based on their tag information. We employ
one of the following three approaches based on the associated annotations:

1. Keyword-based selection: This approach is used for selecting images from
strongly annotated datasets. In order to create Sc ⊂ S we need only to select
the images that are labeled with the name of the object c.
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2. Flickr groups: Flickr groups are virtual places hosted in collaborative tagging
environments that allow social users to share content on a certain topic. In this
case, Sc is created by taking all images contained in a Flickr group titled with
the name of the object c. From here on we will refer to those images as roughly-
annotated images.

3. SEMSOC: SEMSOC [22, 23] is applied by our framework on weakly annotated
images (i.e., images that have been tagged by humans in the context of a col-
laborative tagging environment, but no rigid annotations have been provided) in
order to create semantically consistent groups of images. In order to obtain the
image group Sc that emphasizes on object c, we select the SEMSOC-generated
group Sci where its most frequent tag relates with c.

Segmentation: Segmentation is applied on all images in Sc with the aim to extract
the spatial masks of visually meaningful regions. In our work we have used a K-
means with connectivity constraint algorithm as described in [35]. The output of
this algorithm for an image Iq is a set of segments RIq = {r

Iq
i , i = 1, . . . ,m}, which

roughly correspond to meaningful objects.
Visual Descriptors: In order to describe visually the segmented regions we have
employed the following: a) the Harris-Laplace detector and a dense sampling ap-
proach for determining the interest points, b) the SIFT descriptor as proposed by
Lowe [33] in order to describe each interest point using a 128-dimensional feature
vector, and c) the bag-of-words model initially proposed in [50] in order to obtain a
fixed-length feature vector for each region. The feature extraction process is similar
to the one described in [44] with the important difference that in our case descrip-
tors are extracted to represent each of the identified image segments, rather than the
whole image. Thus, ∀r

Iq
i ∈ RIq and ∀Iq ∈ Sc a 300-dimensional feature vector f (rIq

i )
is extracted.
Clustering: For performing feature-based region clustering we applied the affinity
propagation clustering algorithm [19] on all extracted feature vectors f (rIq

i ), ∀r
Iq
i ∈

RIq and ∀Iq ∈ Sc. This is an algorithm that takes as input the measures of similarity
between pairs of data points and exchanges messages between data points, until a
high-quality set of centers and corresponding clusters is found.
Learning Model Parameters: Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [46] were chosen
for generating the object detection models due to their ability in smoothly general-
izing and coping efficiently with high-dimensionality pattern recognition problems.
All feature vectors assigned to the most populated of the created clusters were used
as positive examples for training a binary classifier. Negative examples were chosen
arbitrarily from the remaining dataset. For training the object detection models we
have used the libSVM library [10]. The radial basis function(RBF) kernel was used
to map the samples into a higher dimensional space. In order to find the optimal pa-
rameters for the RBF kernel (C and γ) we performed 10-fold cross validation (i.e.,
divide the training set into 10 subsets of equal size and evaluate the performance
using each time one of the subsets for testing and the remaining 9 for training).
A “grid-search” on the exhaustive range of C and γ parameters provides us with
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various pairs of (C,γ) values. These pairs are evaluated using cross-validation and
the one with the best cross-validation accuracy is selected.

5.3 Evaluation of Object Detection Models

The goal of our experimental study is to compare the quality of object models
trained using samples leveraged by the proposed framework, against the models
trained using manually provided, strongly annotated samples. To carry out our ex-
periments we have relied on three different types of datasets. The first type includes
the strongly annotated datasets constructed by asking people to provide region detail
annotations of images pre-segmented with the automatic segmentation algorithm of
Section 5.2. For this case we have used a collection of 536 images SB from the Sea-
side domain annotated in our lab. The second type refers to the roughly-annotated
datasets like the ones formed in Flickr groups. In order to create a dataset of this
type SG, for each object of interest, we have downloaded 500 member images from
a Flickr group that is titled with a name related to the name of the object. The third
type refers to the weakly annotated datasets like the ones that can be collected freely
from the collaborative tagging environments. For this case, we have crawled 3000
images SF3K from Flickr using the wget3 utility and Flickr API facilities. Moreover,
in order to investigate the impact of the dataset size on the robustness of the gen-
erated models we have also crawled from Flickr another dataset consisting 10000
images SF10K . Depending on the annotation type we use the tag-based selection
approaches presented in Section 5.2 to construct the necessary image groups Sc.

In order to compare the efficiency of the models generated using training sam-
ples with different annotation type (i.e., strongly, roughly, weakly), we need a set of
objects that are common in all three types of datasets. For this reason after examin-
ing the contents of SB, reviewing the availability of groups in Flickr and applying
SEMSOC on SF3K and SF10K , we determined four object categories Cbench={sky,
sea, vegetation, person}. These objects exhibited significant presence in all differ-
ent datasets and served as benchmarks for comparing the quality of the different
models. The factor limiting the number of benchmarking objects is on the one hand
the need to have strongly annotated images for these objects and on the other hand
the un-supervised nature of SEMSOC that restricts the eligible objects to the ones
emphasized by the generated image groups. Cbench is the maximum set of objects
shared between all different dataset types. For each object ci ∈ Cbench one model
was trained using the strong annotations of SB, one model was trained using the
roughly-annotated images contained in SG, and two models were trained using the
weak annotations of SF3K and SF10K , respectively. In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of these models, we test them using a subset (i.e., 268 images) of the strongly
annotated dataset SB

test ⊂ SB, not used during training. F-Measure was used for mea-
suring the efficiency of the models.

By looking at the bar diagram of Figure 8, we derive the following conclusions:
a) Model parameters are estimated more efficiently when trained with strongly

3 wget: http://www.gnu.org/software/wget
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ing samples of different annotation quality (i.e., strongly, roughly and weakly)

annotated samples, since in three out of four cases they outperform the other mod-
els and sometimes by a significant amount (e.g., sky, person). b) Flickr groups can
serve as a less costly alternative for learning the model parameters, since using the
roughly-annotated samples we get comparable and sometimes even better (e.g., veg-
etation) performance than manually trained models, while requiring considerable
less effort to collect the training samples. c) The models learned from weakly an-
notated samples are usually inferior to the other cases, especially in cases where
the proposed approach for leveraging the data has failed in selecting the appropriate
cluster (e.g., sea and sky).

One drawback of Flickr groups derives from the fact that since they are essen-
tially virtual places they are not guaranteed to constantly increase their size and
therefore provide larger datasets that could potentially increase the efficiency of the
developed models. This is why we also employ SEMSOC for constructing the nec-
essary images sets. SEMSOC is an unsupervised selection procedure that operates
directly on image tags and its goal is to provide a set of images the majority of which
depict the object of interest. Naturally the image sets generated by SEMSOC are not
of the same quality as those obtained from Flickr groups. However, the motivation
for using SEMSOC is that it can potentially produce considerably larger image sets.
Given that in Flickr groups the user needs to classify an image in one of the existing
groups (or create a new group), the total number of positive samples that can be
extracted from the images of a Flickr group, has an upper limit on the total number
of images that have been included in this group by the users. On the other hand,
the total number of positive samples that can be obtained by SEMSOC in princi-
ple, is only limited by the total number of images that are uploaded on the entire
Flickr repository and depict the object of interest. However, given that collaborative
tagging environments like Flickr are growing rapidly, we can accept that SEMSOC
will manage to produce arbitrary large image sets. In this respect, in our experiment
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Table 3 Comparing with existing methods in object recognition
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Prop. Framework 87 9 65 45 45 14 29 53 56 12 75 88 27 30 25 50 44 59 71 29 41 45

we also examine how the efficiency of the developed models is affected by the size
of the image set that has been used to obtain their training samples.

From the bar diagram of Figure 8 it is clear that when using the SF10K the incor-
poration of more indicative examples into the training set improves the generaliza-
tion ability of the generated models in all four cases. However, in the case of object
sea we note also a drastic improvement of the model’s efficiency. This is attributed
to the fact that the increment of the dataset size alleviates the error introduced by
the employed algorithms (i.e., segmentation, feature extraction, clustering) and al-
lows the proposed method to select the appropriate cluster for training the model.
On the other hand, in the case of object sky it seems that the correct cluster is still
missed despite the use of a larger dataset. In this case the size of the dataset should
grow even larger in order to compensate for the aforementioned error and select the
appropriate cluster.

In order to compare our framework with existing methods we used the publicly
available MSRC dataset4 consisting of 591 images. In order to train the models,
for each of the 21 objects, we have downloaded 500 member images from a Flickr
group that is titled with a name related to the name of the object. We compare the
region label annotations that were automatically acquired by our framework using
Flickr groups with the patch level annotations of the approach proposed Verbeek
and Triggs [57] and the ones obtained from Textonboost [48]. The the classification
rates per object for each method are shown in Table 3. Looking at the individual
objects we can see that despite the low cost for annotation our method yields the best
performance in 9 out of 21 cases, compared to 7 out of 21 for the PLSA-MRF/I and
8 out of 21 for the Textonboost (note that in three cases Water, Flower, Bicycle the
classification rates are identical for two different methods). On average, the accuracy
obtained from our approach (45%) is inferior to the one obtained from PLSA-MRF/I
(50%) which is again inferior to the accuracy obtained from Textonboost (58%).
This is in accordance with our expectation since the performance scores obtained
by the three methods are ranked proportionally to the amount of annotation effort
required to train their models. Based on the above we can claim that the significant
gain in effort that we achieve by leveraging social media to obtain the necessary
training samples, compensates for the limited loss in performance that we suffer
when compared with state of the art object recognition systems.

In this Section we have shown that the collective knowledge encoded in the
user contributed content can be successfully used to remove the need for close
human supervision when training object detectors. The experimental results have

4 http://research.microsoft.com/vision/cambridge/recognition
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demonstrated that although the performance of the detectors trained using lever-
aged social media is inferior to the one achieved by manually trained detectors,
there are cases where the gain in effort compensates for the small loss in perfor-
mance. In addition we have seen that by increasing the number of utilized images
we manage to improve the performance of the generated detectors, advocating the
potential of social media to facilitate the creation of reliable and effective object
detectors. Finally, despite the fact that there will always be strong dependence be-
tween the discriminative power of the employed feature space and the efficiency
of the proposed approach in selecting the appropriate set of training samples, our
experimental study has shown that we can maximize the probability of success by
using large volumes of user contributed content.

6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have demonstrated how massive user contributions can be lever-
aged to extract valuable knowledge. The community structure of tag networks, the
emerging trends and events in users tag activity, as well as the associations between
image regions and tags in user tagged images, all form different types of knowl-
edge that was made possible to extract due to the collaborative and massive nature
of the data. It is true that with the abundant availability of social data on the Web,
analysis can now use the information coming both from the content itself, the so-
cial context and the emergent social dynamics. Although noisy and of questionable
reliability, user contributions exhibit noise reduction properties when considered
massively, given that they encode the collective knowledge of multiple users. Thus,
the common objective among all methods performing knowledge extraction on so-
cial media, is to exploit those noise reduction properties and capture the knowledge
provided by multiple users.

Our review on the methods performing knowledge extraction from massive user
contributions has resulted in the following observations. Unsupervised approaches
constitute the main vehicle for extracting the statistical patterns of the data. Either
through the use of clustering, co-clustering or community detection techniques, we
have noticed the tendency of keeping human intervention to a minimum and favor-
ing algorithms that are able to extract all necessary parameters (e.g., the number of
clusters) by pre-processing the available data. This tendency is basically motivated
by the need to process a huge amount of data, which renders impractical schemes
that require supervision. This tendency is further explained by the fact that the ef-
fectiveness of the methods extracting knowledge from social media is tightly bound
to the amount of data that need to be processed. Given that the knowledge-rich
patterns encoded in the data become stable and thus “visible” only after a specific
usage period, many are the cases where the proposed approaches are unable to pro-
duce meaningful results, unless applied on large scale datasets. This is the reason
why scalability constitutes an important requirement for such methods.

As avenues for future research we can identify the tendency of scientific efforts
to optimally combine the information carried by the different modalities hosted by
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social networks (i.e., images, tags, friendship links, etc). Being different in nature
and heterogeneous in representation, this information should be analyzed by ap-
propriately designed methods in order to become exploitable under a certain task.
Finally, as a particularly challenging objective we also identify the potential of em-
ploying all those knowledge extraction methods, for automating the process of mak-
ing the content contributed by users part of the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud.
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